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Abstract

A statistical method for estimating international migration flows based on information obtained from Labour Force Surveys (LFS) is developed in this study. The motivation for using LFS data is the general poor quality or absence of data provided by the national statistical institutes. A simple Bayesian model of flows between two countries is considered, assuming that migration can be measured in the LFS by both sending and receiving countries. The undercount in a particular destination-specific emigration flow is estimated by using the LFS sample of the corresponding receiving country. The model developed in this paper is applied to estimate recent migration flows between Poland and the United Kingdom.

1 Introduction

The purpose of this study is to propose a statistical framework for estimating international migration flows based on information obtained from Labour Force Surveys (LFS). The method can be used as a tool for validating and supplementing officially produced statistics.

The motivation for using LFS data is the general poor quality, inconsistency, or absence of data provided by national statistical offices in European countries. A simple Bayesian model of flows between two countries is considered, assuming that migration can be measured in the LFS by both the sending and receiving country. Further, the undercount in a particular destination-specific emigration flow is estimated by using the LFS sample of the corresponding receiving country. For illustration, the framework developed in this paper is applied to estimate recent migration flows between Poland and the United Kingdom.

Reliable and comprehensive statistics on international migration are required to analyse the reasons and consequences of the movements, as well as to design and implement fair and effective labour, economic and social policies. As noted by Bilsborrow et al. (1997, p. VI), lack of comprehensive data on migration leads to the analysis ‘[…] more in terms
of impressions than in terms of impact’ and to formulation of the policies on the ‘shaky basis’.

2 Migration and migration measurement

Conceptually, international migration can be defined as a change of a place of a usual residence that occurs across a national border. A place of usual residence is defined as a place where a person lives, that is, spends his or her daily period of rest (United Nations, 1998). Willekens (1994, 2008) defines a place of usual residence as an address within administrative boundaries.

The number of migrants can be quantified in terms of stocks or flows. Stocks concern the size of the subpopulation of migrants in a given population at a certain moment in time. Flow of migrants is a number of movements of persons, who changed their country of usual residence during given period of time, e.g. a year or five years. Flows capture the dynamics of the migration processes (Bilsborrow et al., 1997).

In terms of measurement, flows can be measured by counting a number of movements, i.e. all changes of the place of usual residence within a period of time. In this case, if a person relocates a number of times, and all constitute migration events. The other way of quantifying flows is to compare usual places of residence at two points in time, e.g. one year apart. The first of the approaches is used in population registers or registers of foreigners. A second one can be used to measure migration flows by comparing the data from, e.g., two subsequent censuses. This approach is called a transition approach.

As far as migrant stocks are concerned, in both event and transition method the number of persons is measured (Rees and Woods, 1986, see Table 1). In the measurement of flows events are migration movements, transitions are different places of residence at two moments in time of a person. Hence, in transition approach persons are counted as migrants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Movements versus transitions approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Movements</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stocks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Rees and Woods (1986)

Let $M^{ij}$ denote all movements of all persons from country $i$ to country $j$ in a given period of time between points $t$ and $t + 1$. Let $B_i$ and $D_i$ denote all births and deaths respectively in country $i$ between $t$ and $t + 1$. Then the population at time point $t + 1$ in movement approach can be defined by the balance equation

$$P^i(t + 1) = P^i(t) + B^i - D^i + M^i - M^{iO},$$

where superscript $O$ (from ‘outside’) denotes the the rest of the world.
In terms of transitions the same population at time $t+1$ can be defined in the following way. Let $K_{ij}^{t+1}$ denote the number of persons present in country $i$ at time point $t$ and in country $j$ at time point $t+1$, $K_{t+1}^{Bji}$ denote persons born in country $j$ that are counted in country $i$ at time point $t+1$. A dot (·) denotes a summation over the index. Then the balance equation is

$$P^i(t + 1) = K_{t+1}^i = K_{t+1}^{ii} + \sum_{j \neq i} K_{t+1}^{ji} + K_{t+1}^{Bi} + \sum_{j \neq i} K_{t+1}^{Bji}. \quad (2)$$

### 2.1 Data collection in Poland

Since 2006, the most important source of information on migrants is official statistics register of permanent migration (Powszechny Elektroniczny System Ewidencji Ludności, Universal Electronic System for Registration of the Population, PESEL), which allows for measurement of both flows and stocks of migrants. Information on temporary migrants for more than 3 months is also collected, however, not all immigrants register and only a small fraction of emigrants report their departure (Nowak et al., 2008). The register gathers information about the sex, age and nationality of immigrants, as well as the origin or destination countries.

Another source of data on migrants is a register kept by Office For Foreigners ‘System POBYT’. This register gathers information on foreigners (residents of the EU) who apply for permanent or temporal stay permits, and asylum seekers. Information on migrant characteristics, such as sex and nationality, is also collected.

Data on work permits issued to immigrants is collected by the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy. However, not all immigrants are required to obtain such permits. The Ministry of Interior and Administration gathers data on repatriates, persons who obtained Polish citizenship and the whole population of Poland by nationality, age and sex. Both public and private higher level education institutions gather data about their students and graduates by sex, age and nationality.

Another source of detailed data on migrants are censuses, which have been conducted every ten years since 1921. The most interesting rounds are a 2002 and the forthcoming 2011 round Census. However, in this paper we will not discuss them in detail.

The Polish Labour Force Survey, (Badanie Aktywności Ekonomicznej Ludności, BAEL) is a survey-based source of data on migrants. Information on nationality, country of birth and a place of residence one year before the survey is gathered for all persons in the household. More information on the LFS in Poland is presented in the next section.

Finally, in the European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions, information is gathered about all persons in sampled households. Available data concern sex, country of birth, nationality, reason for absence, time of being abroad, country of residence abroad. The sample size is too small for measuring detailed characteristics of the migrants and the results obtained in this survey are not disseminated (Nowak et al., 2007).
All data sources mentioned above report to the Central Statistical Office in Poland, but not all of the processed data are disseminated.

2.2 Data collection in the UK

A single and comprehensive data source on migration flows or stocks in the United Kingdom does not exist (Ker et al., 2009). All disseminated data are obtained from samples that are designed for different purposes. The data are collected and disseminated by the Office for National Statistics (ONS).

Data on flows of migrants are obtained by combining the results of the International Passenger Survey (IPS), which surveys people leaving and entering the United Kingdom, with data from the Home Office and Irish Central Statistics Office (until 2007). It produces estimates of flows called Long-Term International Migration (LTIM). Size of the IPS survey is about 230,000 (2008) and response is around 83%. In 2008 2.2% (5,117) of interviewees were actual migrants (Ker et al., 2009). Collected characteristics include origin or destination country, nationality, country of birth or reason for migration. Survey is based on intentions of migrants, which may not necessarily reflect their actual actions. The numbers are corrected for actual length of stay of migrants at the later stage by using estimation techniques and the data obtained in the previous waves of the survey. Home Office adjusts the final numbers adding the asylum seekers.

The main source of data on stocks of migrants is the Labour Force Survey supplemented by the Annual Population Survey (APS). The APS is based on the LFS sample, with additional ‘boost’ surveys designed to ensure representation of each area in the UK (Ker et al., 2009).

Administrative sources of data on migrants are National Insurance numbers (NINos), Work Registration Scheme (WRS), which captures mainly workers from Eastern and Central Europe. Some reconciliation efforts have been undertaken by ONS, which combined data from the IPS with numbers provided by the WRS, NINos and Patient Register Data System (PRDS, report ‘Reconciliation of ONS estimates: Comparisons of combined IPS (long and short term migration) estimates with administrative data sources’, ??).

2.3 Quality and availability of international migration data

There are three distinctive problems concerning the quality of the statistical data on migration: availability, reliability and comparability (Nowok et al., 2006). Availability of the data on migration depends on the specific features of the particular data-collection systems.

The data are said to be reliable if they comply with the definition adopted by the national data-collecting system. Poor reliability of the statistical data on international migration flows is a well known fact (cf. Bilsborrow et al., 1997; Novok et al., 2006, Fassmann, 2009, de Beer et al., 2010). The main reason of such a situation is the under-registration of the migrants, especially in the collection systems based on self-declarations. This under-
count is thought to be more severe in the case of emigrants, who usually have less incentives to deregister from the system than immigrants, who, after registration, may gain access to certain benefits, such as health insurance, pension schemes and social benefits.

The data that are unreliable are often incomplete and or inconsistent, thus preventing any comparisons between countries (see Nowok 2010). If we consider a number of migrants between two countries, this number can be reported by the sending and by the receiving country. These two numbers never match each other, which results from the different definitions of a migrant adopted by countries and different data collection mechanisms. For instance, the flow from Poland to the United Kingdom in 2006 reported by Polish GUS is about 18,000 people, whilst the number reported by the UK's IPS is 60,000.

As it is noted by Kupiszewska and Nowok (2008): 'In recent decades there have been many efforts to harmonise migration statistics [...]. However, the results are far from satisfactory'. De Beer et al. note even that '[...] the situation today in terms of migration definitions and measurement is not much better than it was [...] 20 years ago' (de Beer et al., 2010).

The sources of the lack of harmonisation of the data lie in the procedures of data collection adopted by particular countries. There are three stages at which the differences between countries are found:

1. collection of raw data in the primary data source,
2. production of the statistics,
3. dissemination of the data (Kupiszewska and Nowok, 2006: p.).

In the first stage the most important role plays the country’s legislation and resulting from it definition of a migrant and of a migration event. If the concept of the usual residence is used it is most often interpreted in legal (de jure) terms. It means that it is required for a person to fulfill certain criteria in order to become a resident and be considered a migrant. One of these criteria is the duration of stay, e.g. no time limit is adopted in Germany, 12 months in Sweden or permanent stay in Poland. Duration of stay may also be intended or actual. The usage of the intended stay approach leads to errors in the data, actual length of stay causes a systematic delay in the production of statistics.

In country-specific systems, different subpopulations may be covered. Usually, official statistics cover only legal migrants, some countries (e.g. France or Portugal) do not consider nationals as migrants. Data collection systems may be inadequate for providing the required level of detail of the data, such as estimates produced by the passenger survey in the United Kingdom are affected by high estimation errors. All these above mentioned differences between national data-collection systems lead to discrepancies in official statistics on international migration. These discrepancies are exposed best when comparing the figures for immigration in the destination country and emigration in the origin country.
Recently, there have been some attempts on improving the comparability of the data on international migration in European Communities. Regulation no. 862/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council of Europe from July 2007 provides common definitions and guidance for the collection of the data on migration (Official Journal of the European Union, 2007). It allows using well documented and scientifically based estimation methods for processing of the data.

Lemaitre (2005) proposed the idea of using reason for movement to harmonise statistics on migration. It was partially implemented in the International Migration Outlook 2006 (OECD, 2006), a continuation of the SOPEMI reports. These statistics are called ‘standardised’ and concern permanent immigration of foreigners. Permanent immigration is an immigration of a person with a residence permit which is either permanent or more or less renewable (OECD, 2008).

One of the first efforts to provide methodology for the harmonisation of the international data on migration were made within the Migration MOdeling for Statistical Analysis (MIMOSA) project, funded by Eurostat and coordinated by the Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute. The result of the project was the first complete, harmonised and consistent set of estimates of international migration flows between EU and European Free Trade Association (EFTA) countries, see de Beer et al. (2010) basing on the works by Poulain (1993, 1999) and Poulain and Dal (2008). All estimates were based on the mean square error minimising algorithm. However, the method is incapable of providing any measures of uncertainty of the estimates.

On the basis of the MIMOSA, the follow up project funded by NORFACE, Integrated Modelling of European Migration (IMEM), has been undertaken by the teams at the University of Southampton, Oslo and at NIDI. In the this project, a Bayesian model for harmonising and correcting the inadequacies in the available data and for estimating the completely missing flows is proposed (Raymer et al., 2010). The focus is on estimating recent international migration flows between countries in the European Union (EU) and EFTA, using data primarily collected by Eurostat and other national and international institutions. The methodology is integrated and capable of providing a synthetic data base with measures of uncertainty for international migration flows and other model parameters.

3 Labour Force Survey

Labour Force Surveys (LFS) are quarterly surveys (since 2005) carried out in EU, EFTA and candidate countries. They are aimed at providing insight into characteristics of the labour market in Europe.

LFS was never intended to measure mobility of people. The questionnaire, however, includes questions which makes estimation of both stocks of immigrants and the international flows of migrants possible. The variables that allow for identification of stocks are nationality and country or place of birth. The question about the country of residence one
year before the survey identifies the flows in a transition approach, such as in censuses, by comparing the place of residence at two different points in time.

The transition approach in measurement of flows means that all movements in between the compared points in time are neglected. The information on residence changes can be revealed by the surviving immigrant when he or she is present in the household. An emigrant can be identified by the other members of the household, in which this emigrant used to reside one year before the interview, providing they exist and are present at the time of the interview. If the whole household emigrated, the identification is impossible.

Migration in the LFS is a very rare event, even if estimation of migrant stocks is of interest. The UK’s International Passenger Survey, which is aimed at measuring the flows of migrants to and from the United Kingdom, has samples a few times larger than the ones in the LFS and they are still considered to small to capture the country of origin or destination structure (Nowok, 2006). Rareness of migrants in the sample can be treated as a sampling error, that is an error occurring when inference about a population is made using data from a sample. Sampling error affects the accuracy of the estimates.

In the LFS, apart from the rareness of migrants in the samples, there are at least four other problems which may possibly influence the analysis of the results. These are non-response, one reason of which is refusal of answer, using proxies and an undercount. Non-response can occur when a respondent cannot be contacted or refuses to answer. Non-response can be a source of bias of the estimates, if persons who do not respond differ from those who do. In the case of migrants non-responsiveness can be expected, especially for illegal migrants or those who do not speak the language of the country. The level of non-response in the Polish LFS is about 25%, in the UK it is 30%. Refusal is one of the reasons of non-response, but it can be potentially strongly correlated with a migration event. Refusal rate in Poland is 59% of non-response, for the UK it is 72%. A proxy is taking an answer to the questions given by another related adult, who is a member of a household, if a respondent is not available. In the case of migrants it can be expected that information on those who do not speak the language of the country may be obtained from proxy respondents. In Poland proxies constitute around 41% of all answers, in the UK 36% (LFS User Guide, 2009). Undercount of migrants, as it was mentioned before, concerns the respondents who leave a country with the whole household (sample escape). It is impossible to learn about undercount from a survey for a single country. However, the idea of this paper is to use complimentary information on migrants that can be obtained from surveys conducted in several countries. This means that the whole households migrating from country A to country B, which are not captured by the LFS in country A as emigrating, are included in the sampling population and can be captured in the LFS in country B as immigrating ones.
3.1 LFS in selected countries

Despite common EU regulations and guidelines concerning the LFS construction, the design of the LFS differs across countries. Differences concern the sampling frame, stratification, rotation, final sampling unit.

3.1.1 LFS in Poland – BAEL

BAEL carried out in Poland is voluntary and covers the population aged 15 or more years old. It is based on 2002 Census balances and National Official Register of Territorial Division of the Country (Domestic Territorial Division Register).

There are four elementary samples for each quarter, which comprise of 43200 (2008) persons altogether, that is about 0.1% of the total population. All four quarterly samples are divided to 13 weekly elementary samples. The Primary sampling units (PSU) are census clusters in towns and enumeration districts in rural areas, second stage sampling units constitute dwellings. The final sampling units are households. BAEL does not cover the subpopulation living in the institutional households, such as lodging-houses for employees, student halls of residence, boarding-schools, army barracks, social welfare homes.

In BAEL there is a rotation scheme 2-(2)-2, which means that a household is interviewed in two consecutive quarters, then it has two quarters break and then is interviewed again in the next two quarters (see Table 2). In this way a household stays in the survey for one and a half years. The rotation scheme is presented in the table below. Stratification variables used in BEAL are 1) voivodships (large administrative areas in Poland, pol. województwo), 2) urban/rural areas and 3) strata within voivodships (two to four, depending on the voivodship). Poststratification includes the variables sex, age, rural/urban areas and six categories of place of residence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. próby</th>
<th>quarters</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sampling scheme in the Polish LFS
3.1.2 LFS in the United Kingdom

In the United Kingdom, the LFS is voluntary and covers population aged 16 or more. It is based on the Postcode Address File or telephone directory (especially in Scotland).

There are five elementary samples which consist of 52100 dwellings (2008), which represent about 0.1% of the total population. Similarly as in Polish BAEL, the samples are divided into 13 weekly elementary samples. Sampling units are addresses or phone numbers, thus the interviews are carried out face-to-face or over the phone. Institutional households (e.g. students in halls of residence and patients of NHS, prisoners and military servants) are excluded from the sample.

The rotation scheme in the LFS is 5-, that is a household is interviewed for five consecutive quarters (see the Table 3). Private addresses are used as a stratum for sampling. For post-stratification sex, age and regions are used. It should be noted that the question about country of residence one year before an interview is asked in the second (spring) quarter only, which precludes more thorough identification of migrants in the samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>quarters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Attempts on using LFS to measure migration

Migration using stocks based on the BAEL have been included in the OECD SOPEMI reports, since 1996 disseminated by Centre for Migration Research (CMR) at the Warsaw University, see e.g. Okólski (1996) or Kępińska (2007).

In 2007 Centre for Migration Research (CMR) at the Warsaw University built a database based on the BAEL from years 1999-2008 (first quarter). The database was used to assess the information about the returning migrants after two or three months of staying abroad. The database contains 6338 emigrants and 542 returning migrants for the whole observed period. It should be noted that the duration of stay criterion refers more to a short-term migration rather than long-term according to the UN recommendation (1998). The largest group of migrants in the database are persons who went to the UK, 24.6%,
the second most popular country is Germany, with 22.6%. Most of the returning migrants come from these countries, 33.4% from Germany and 15.9% from the UK.

Anacka (2008) used the CMR database to compare characteristics of Polish migrants before and after 1 May 2004, that is, the day of the accession of Poland to the European Union. By means of migration selectivity index and a simple logit model, she investigated the propensity for migrating. The categories used to compare migration patterns include the migrant characteristics (age, sex, education, size of the place of origin) and of household characteristics (main source of income, number of persons in the household).

LFS is used in all EU countries to acquire information on migration movements by introducing a special module concerning migration in the 2008 LFS, based on the regulation EC 102/2007 from 2 February 2007 (Official Journal of the European Union, 2007). In Poland, the special LFS module was carried out in the second quarter of 2008. Some of the questions were optional. A specific part of the module in Poland concerned returning migrants, that is, persons who ever stayed abroad for more than three months. In the survey, a question about country of birth of parents was included in order to separate the second generation of immigrants. The questions of the module were incorporated in the LFS standard survey, hence the results should be treated as tentative. The sample included 42,700 persons in total.

The LFS special module on migration was combined with the survey ‘Imigranci w Polsce’ (Immigrants in Poland) targeted at the institutional households, as they are not incorporated in the LFS (US, 2008, Informacja o badaniach zasobów imigracyjnych w Polsce w 2008 r.). The survey encompassed 10,242 immigrants from 131 countries. From the institutional households there were excluded hospitals and other medical institutions, orphanages and other educational institutions, monasteries and asylum seeker centres.

The special module in the UK LFS was carried out by ONS (2009). It was aimed at more in-depth study of the migrants situation in the UK, such as reason for coming, social and labour market integration and adaptation or qualifications held.

LFS data, combined with the ad hoc Eurostat module from spring 2008, have been extensively used to analyse the employment of foreign workers in the UK. The analysis concerned period of arrival, male and female labour market participation, earnings and the outcomes from the special module. Introduction of the question about a month of arrival to the UK allows for an analysis of the patterns of the short-term migrants (or those who arrived to the UK recently) in the labour market (Ker et al., 2009).

Ker et al. (2009) list all definitional differences between the sources of data on migration in the United Kingdom. They compare the LFS and Annual Population Survey (APS), which is used for statistics on stocks of migrants by nationality and country of birth, with International Passenger Survey (IPS), which is used for production statistics on flows (LTIM, see section 2.1.3). While the IPS uses the UN (1998) recommended definition of a long-term migrant, in the LFS a migrant is defined as not born in the UK or not having British nationality (country of birth is preferred as it cannot change, while nationality can,
ONS, 2009). Duration of stay is not used, however LFS asks for the date of arrival to the UK. LFS excludes students and asylum seekers living in the communal establishments, while both groups are captured by the IPS, with asylum seekers being adjusted by the Home Office.

Drinkwater et al. (2006) use British LFS for analysis the labour market outcomes in terms of the relative earnings of migrants. They focus on migrants from Poland and the other seven Eastern and Central European countries (A8) before and after the accession in May 2004. For comparison purposes the migrants from other European countries, English speaking countries and other countries are included in the study. Their dataset covers the period from Autumn 2001 to Summer 2006. In the sample, the number of immigrants from Poland who came before year 2000 is 234, 169 who came between 2000 and 2003 and 259 of those who came after the enlargement. The duration of stay criterion is not relevant. They also find that the characteristics of the migrants in the LFS sample are similar to those reported in the Worker Registration Scheme (WRS). The main finding of their study is that many migrants from A8 group are employed in very low paying jobs despite having relatively high levels of education.

Martí and Ródenas (2007) evaluate the quality and potential comparability of the migration statistics on stocks and flows based on the LFS surveys in the 15 ‘old’ EU countries (EU-15). They identify the possible statistical problems that hinder the production of statistics especially on migration flows, namely bias and imprecision (accuracy). In the EU-15 countries, LFS can be used mainly for statistics on stocks of active foreign population. Some countries, such as the United Kingdom, Spain, Belgium, France and Portugal refer to it due to lack of other sources. Martí and Ródenas find out that estimates of flows based on the LFS samples are much less accurate than those based on the registers or censuses. In general, flows are underestimated apart from the cases of Austria (comparing to register-based reported numbers), France and Portugal (comparing to census-based reported numbers), whereas for stocks the discrepancies are significantly smaller, yet the results differ between countries. They suggest it is the result of the specific national sample design of each country. However, the criteria used by statistical offices for producing statistics on migrants and their potential influence on the differences between them and the LFS estimates seem to be neglected in the study.

Martí and Ródenas (2007) claim the accuracy of the estimates depends on the size of the sample comparing to the domain, heterogeneity of the studied variable and efficiency of the stratification used. Sampling the households or dwellings as the primary sampling units, instead of persons, may also result in high errors in the estimates. Stratification (or poststratification) may reduce the sampling error if the stratum is correlated with the sampled object (migrants). For instance, in Sweden nationality is used for stratification, in Austria, Germany, the Netherlands and Luxembour it is used for poststratification and hence it may help to reduce error in estimating the stock of nonnationals. The bias in the estimates results from suitability of the sampling frame (such as sampling only private
households), its updating (based on registers or on census) and nonresponse (due to not residing in the household or dwelling or refusal).

Martí and Ródenas (2007) point out the problem of answer impossible, that decreases accuracy in estimating flows of migrants. The problem arises from the time criterion used in the question about the place of residence one year before the interview. Rotation schemes adopted in countries, as well as rest quarters between interviews, imply different durations of participation in the survey. When an immigrant stays in a sample for longer than one year, at some point he or she is never able to give a positive answer concerning his or her migration (change of the place of residence). The proportion of the sampling units that stays in a sample a year after first survey that is less than 50% is found only in four countries (Belgium, Denmark, Luxembourg and the Netherlands).

4 Model of flows - conceptual framework

In this section, a conceptual framework of a statistical model is presented, which serves as a tool for measuring migration flows using data from the LFS. The adopted perspective for estimation of the model parameters is Bayesian. It provides a coherent framework for making statistical inference and allows to analyse scarce or poor quality data, with the possibility of introducing the expert knowledge in by means of subjective prior distributions (sf. Bijak, 2010, Bijak and Wiśniowski, 2010, Raymer et al., 2010).

The model is based on the assumption that emigration is measured with bias in sending countries. The main source of this bias is emigration of the whole households. For handling this bias a separate parameter is introduced. Its purpose is to capture the undercount and learn about it from complimentary information from both sending and receiving countries.

At first we consider \( r = 2 \) countries and category 0 as the ‘rest of the world’. \( K_{ij}^{tj} \) denotes the ‘true’ count of persons who are in country \( j \) on the 1st January of year \( t \) and were in country \( i \) on the 1st January \( t - 1 \) year. Then the 1st January population \( N_i^1 \) in a year \( t \) in country \( i = 1 \) is given by the balance equations

\[
N_i^1 = K_i^1 = K_i^{11} + (K_i^{21} + K_i^{01}) + B_i^1 \\
= K_i^{11} = K_{i+1}^{11} + (K_{i+1}^{12} + K_{i+1}^{10}) + D_{i+1}^1.
\]

(3)

In country \( i = 2 \) the population is given by

\[
N_i^2 = K_i^2 = K_i^{22} + (K_i^{12} + K_i^{02}) + B_i^2 \\
= K_i^{22} = K_{i+1}^{22} + (K_{i+1}^{21} + K_{i+1}^{20}) + D_{i+1}^2.
\]

(4)

\( N_i^t \) - population on 1 January \( t \) year, \( B_i^t \equiv K_i^{Bi} \), \( D_i^t \equiv K_i^{Di} \) - born and dead between \( t - 1 \) and \( t \), a dot (.) denotes summation over index.

Using the balance equations the model of flows is derived assuming the ratio of the true
migrants to the population is proportional to the observed number of migrants in the LFS sample to the sample size. It has to be noted that the sample does not reflect the whole population, e.g. the lack of institutional households in the sample.

We observe that the true flows $K_{12}^t$ are the same in the balance equation for year $t$ of the country 2 (then they are immigration) or in the balance equation for year $t-1$ for country 1 (then they are emigration). The measured sample data are denoted by small letters: $k_{t}^{ijm}$, where $m = \{S, R\}$ indicates whether the measurement comes from the sending or receiving country. $n_t^j$ denotes the sample size in the given LFS study.

We assume that the true initial risk (which we interpret as a probability) $p_{t}^{ijS}$ is a migration average risk measured as a ratio of the counts of migrants from country $i$ to $j$, $K_{ij}^t$, to the population at risk, that is $N_{t-1}^i$,

$$p_{t}^{ijS} = \frac{K_{ij}^t}{N_{t-1}^i}. \quad (7)$$

A ratio of the true number of migrants to the population size of the receiving country can interpreted as a probability of being an immigrant, that is

$$p_{t}^{ijR} = \frac{K_{ij}^t}{N_{t}^i}. \quad (8)$$

Now we can define a binomial model for flows between two countries. The probabilities $p_{t}^{12S}$ and $p_{t}^{21S}$ are probabilities of being observed as an emigrant from country 1 to 2 and from country 2 to 1, respectively, as well as the probabilities of being observed as an immigrant in country 2 and 1, respectively, that is $p_{t}^{12R}$ and $p_{t}^{21R}$. Then the relation between the two probabilities is

$$p_{t}^{ijR} = \frac{N_{t-1}^i}{N_{t}^i} p_{t}^{ijS}. \quad (9)$$

Assuming $N_{t}^{ij} = N_{t-1}^i/N_t^j$, we can write the model as

$$k_{t}^{12R} \sim \mathcal{B} \left( n_t^2, N_t^{12} p_{t}^{12S} \right), \quad k_{t}^{12S} \sim \mathcal{B} \left( n_{t-1}^1, \lambda p_{t}^{12S} \right) \quad (10)$$

$$N_{t}^{ij} = \frac{N_{t-1}^i}{N_{t}^j}. \quad (11)$$

In the model [10] there is an assumption that there is a systematic undercount of migrants in the sending country (by not counting whole emigrating households). It is measured by means of a positive parameter $\lambda \in (0, 1)$, possibly time- and sending-country-specific and depending on some covariates, i.e.

$$\lambda_{(i)}^{ij} = \prod_{k=1}^{K} \phi_k^{ij}. \quad (13)$$
The second considered model is based on the assumption that the LFS counts of migrants, $k_{ij}$, are Poisson distributed. We assume that the average risk of migration is proportional to the LFS sample counterpart of this risk, but it is measured with a log-normal error resulting from the sampling scheme. The errors and their precisions are country-specific. It is also assumed that emigration is measured with a bias denoted again by the parameter $\lambda \in (0, 1)$. Using equations 7 and 8 we can write equations for $K_{12}^t$:

\[
\frac{K_{12}^t}{N_1^t} = \frac{k_{ij}^{12R}}{n_i^t} e^{\xi_{ij}^{12R}}, \quad \frac{K_{12}^t}{N_{l-1}^t} = \frac{k_{ij}^{12S}}{n_{i-1}^t} e^{\xi_{ij}^{12S}} \frac{1}{\lambda}
\]

\[
k_{ij}^{12R} \sim \mathcal{P}(\mu_{ij}^{12R}), \quad k_{ij}^{12S} \sim \mathcal{P}(\lambda \mu_{ij}^{12S}), \quad \xi_{ij}^{12} \sim N(0, \tau^k)
\]

Comparing to the binomial model, the Poisson model is much more flexible in capturing the uncertainty of the flow estimates by means of the log-normal error term.

Both models have been thoroughly analysed using a simulated set of data and applying the MCMC algorithms in order to estimate the posterior densities of the model parameters (see e.g. Robert and Casella, 2004). For the brevity of this paper the results of this statistical exercise are not presented.

5 Estimation of flows between Poland and the United Kingdom

In this section we apply the methodology described in previous ones to estimate migration flows from Poland to the United Kingdom. The results are preliminary and are based on two years of observations only. First, we analyse two models, the binomial and the Poisson. Then we perform sensitivity analysis with respect to various assumptions about the model parameters. Finally, we discuss the preliminary results.

5.1 Model of flows between Poland and the United Kingdom

In Tables 4 and 5 the counts of migrants in the Polish and British LFS, respective sample sizes and population sizes (aged 15 and older for Poland and 16 and older for the UK) are presented. In general, the number of immigrants to a country is derived from the answers to the question ‘where have you been one year ago’. The number of emigrants is calculated by comparing variables providing information on whether a person was in the country at the moment of the survey or was abroad for more than 2 or 3 months, with an information on the country in which the absent person was staying at the time of the survey. For the moment, due to the characteristics of the data available at the time of the study, such identification is possible only for the emigrants from Poland to the United Kingdom. Moreover, the data from the Polish LFS are available only since 2007. Hence, the data allow estimating only one way flows from Poland to the UK in years 2007 and 2008.
First we consider the binomial model. By \( k_{21} \) we denote the number of migrants and by \( p_{21} \) the rate of emigration from Poland to the United Kingdom, averaged over 2007 and 2008. Parameter \( \lambda \) measures the undercount of emigrants in the Polish data and is also constant over time. For the Bayesian analysis the following prior parameters are assumed:

\[
\lambda \sim U[0, 1]
\]

for the undercount parameter (\( U \) denotes uniform distribution) and

\[
p_{ij} \sim B(1,1000)
\]

for the emigration from Poland rate (\( B \) denotes Beta distribution). The prior for the undercount implies the same probability for each of the values from between zero and one, that is a total lack of knowledge on the potential size of the undercount. The second prior implies some subjective knowledge about the rate of migration. The expected value of it is about 0.001, which means that, on average, one person per thousand emigrates from Poland to the United Kingdom. If we translate this into number of migrants, then with 95% probability it would be between 760 and 120,000. We believe that this range is realistic and wide enough to cover the possible outcomes, especially if we know that the total reported flows to the UK from all the countries are about 500,000 people.

The results of applying the binomial model are presented in Table 6. We observe that the posterior mean of the rate of migration is 1.5 person per thousand. This leads to the number of migrants aged 16 years old or more from Poland to the United Kingdom to be around 48,600 persons per year, averaged for years 2007 and 2008. With 95% probability we can say that this annual average lies between 42,800 and 54,830. The undercount indicated by the data is 0.6 with standard deviation of 0.07, which means that in the Polish sample only 60% of the emigrants are observed.

Secondly, the data from the Polish and British LFSs are analysed by using a Poisson
model. The notation is analogous to the binomial model. The prior density assumed for $K_{21}$ flow is constructed as

$$K_{21} = p^{12}N^1, \quad p^{12} \sim \mathcal{B}(1, 1000),$$

where $N^1$ is a population size in Poland ('population at risk', i.e. the population from which the migrants leave). This prior implies the same values for the number of migrants as in the binomial model, hence it allows for comparisons between the models under consideration. For the undercount parameter $\lambda$ we assume the same uniform prior on a range between zero and one.

Prior density assumed for the precision parameters $\tau$ is Gamma $\Gamma(1, 1)$. Since this choice is arbitrary, we explore the other combinations of the hyperparameters, such as $\Gamma(10, 10)$ and $\Gamma(100, 100)$. We also check how an assumption about the precision of the Polish LFS equal to the British one influences the results.

In Table 7 the outcome of the simulation is presented. We observe that the mean number of migrants is 59,140 people annually, averaged for years 2007 and 2008. The 95% probability interval is wider than the one resulting from the binomial model, that is the flow lies between 22,400 and 120,800. The a posteriori mean of the undercount is 0.7 with standard deviation 0.2, which is about three times larger than the posterior uncertainty in the binomial model.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
par & mean & $SD$ & p2.5% & median & p97.5% \\
\hline
$\lambda$ & 0.598 & (0.071) & 0.471 & 0.593 & 0.752 \\
$p_{21}$ & 1.52 & (0.10) & 1.33 & 1.51 & 1.71 \\
$K_{21}$ & 48,660 & (3,088) & 42,800 & 48,610 & 54,830 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Table 6: Posterior characteristics of binomial model parameters}
\end{table}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
par & mean & $SD$ & p2.5% & median & 97.5% \\
\hline
$\lambda$ & 0.707 & (0.203) & 0.281 & 0.740 & 0.988 \\
$\tau^S$ & 1.41 & (1.12) & 0.14 & 1.13 & 4.42 \\
$\tau^R$ & 1.68 & (1.25) & 0.21 & 1.35 & 4.94 \\
$K_{21}$ & 59,140 & (25,470) & 22,390 & 54,610 & 120,800 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Table 7: Posterior characteristics of Poisson model parameters}
\end{table}

The additional uncertainty stems from the assumption that, on top of the Poisson variability, the observations from the LFS have a symmetric measurement error, reflected by the normal random term in equations for emi- and immigration counts. Prior assumptions about the precision of these error terms may have an influence on the uncertainty assessment of the migration flows. Hence it requires a sensitivity analysis with respect the parameterisation of the prior.

First we investigate the sensitivity to the assumption about the hyperparameters of the prior. We consider two alternative specifications, namely $\Gamma(10, 10)$ and $\Gamma(100, 100)$. Both
of them have the same expected value with varying variance. In Table 8 the results of the analysis are presented. We observe, that despite characteristics of the error terms’ precision change, the posterior mean and quantiles of the parameters $\lambda$ and the number of migrants $K$ remain almost the same.

Table 8: Sensitivity analysis of the Poisson model - prior for precision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>par</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>p2.5%</th>
<th>median</th>
<th>97.5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma(10, 10)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>(0.203)</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau^S$</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>(0.32)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau^R$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>(0.32)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{21}$</td>
<td>59,470</td>
<td>(26,560)</td>
<td>21,710</td>
<td>54,700</td>
<td>124,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma(100, 100)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>0.703</td>
<td>(0.213)</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau^S$</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau^R$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{21}$</td>
<td>59,020</td>
<td>(26,050)</td>
<td>22,620</td>
<td>54,320</td>
<td>124,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the next step we analyse the sensitivity of the results to the assumption that the precisions of measurement errors in both sending and receiving countries are equal. This may seem to be plausible as we have the true flow $K$ in both equations, hence the error terms reflect the uncertainty concerning the measurement of the same quantity, but in two different data collection systems. Another reason for investigating sensitivity to this assumption is a potential weak identifiability of them due to the same reason, as well as the scarce number of observations per parameter - with two precision parameters, we only have two observations per each in the estimation procedure.

In Table 9 we present the results of the analysis. We observe no significant influence on the a posteriori characteristics of the migration flows. The undercount parameter seems to be slightly larger for the case with the prior $\Gamma(1, 1)$ and smaller for the $\Gamma(100, 100)$ specification, but its uncertainty remains large and unchanged. Hence we draw a tentative conclusion that the precision of both counts of migrants in Poland and the UK can be the same.

5.2 Discussion of the results

The estimated number of migrants from Poland to the UK is about 60,000 people. This is an annual average for years 2007 and 2008. The number of migrants reported by the Polish register is 9,165 in 2007 and 22,352 in 2008. The British data for these years, coming from the IPS, are unavailable in the Eurostat database (as of 18 August 2011). The last reported value for flows in 2006 is 58,486 people. We need to keep in mind that all the officially reported data concern the whole population and the intentions of the potential migrants. In the case of the estimates based on the LFS data presented above, the migrants are aged 16 years old or more and they have actually arrived in the UK within the last year.
Table 9: Sensitivity analysis of the Poisson model - equal precisions assumption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>par</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>p2.5%</th>
<th>median</th>
<th>97.5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma(1,1)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>(0.191)</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>(1.27)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>5.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{21}$</td>
<td>59,430</td>
<td>(24,060)</td>
<td>23,100</td>
<td>55,820</td>
<td>115,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma(10,10)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>(0.203)</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>(0.32)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{21}$</td>
<td>59,470</td>
<td>(26,560)</td>
<td>21,710</td>
<td>54,700</td>
<td>124,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma(100,100)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>(0.207)</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>0.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{21}$</td>
<td>60,040</td>
<td>(27,060)</td>
<td>22,050</td>
<td>55,690</td>
<td>125,300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The LFS estimate of the flow has some obvious shortcomings. First of all, it provides only an annual average, thus it shows no dynamics of the flows over time. However, model specification allows to capture the time effects with the data becoming available over time. Secondly, the estimate relies on the population at risk, which, in this case, is the population of Poland as reported by the registers. But if we believe that the number of people going from Poland to the UK is different from the reported one, then it obviously affects the underlying population size. The intensified outflow of Polish migrants has been observed since the accession to the European Union in 2004. The answer to the question about the ‘true’ population size after the EU enlargement lies in the forthcoming results of the 2011 Census round, in which the total number of people actually residing in a country is counted. The second problem with the population at risk used for the estimates lies in the LFS sampling scheme. As described in previous sections, Polish LFS is not carried out in the institutional households. Hence, the reference population should be lower than the officially reported but it is difficult to estimate the total number of people residing in these households. Moreover, stratification of the sampling units may bring about further changes to the population, as some regions (Primary Sampling Units) have comparatively larger samples than the other. This bias can potentially be adjusted by using weights for each of the PSU. The third flaw of the modelling framework is neglecting the information about the non-response and refusals of answering. These variables may carry information about the undercount of the migrants, measured in the receiving country. However, this information is aggregated and concerns respondents who can be both immi- and non-migrants. In order to take the non-response percentage into account, the second stage of the estimation can be considered. The non-respondents could be distributed proportionally to the immigration (or emigration) rate obtained in the first stage. Then the new number of migrants could be computed and the whole estimation procedure repeated. This would lead to the higher estimate of the flows.

Summarising, bearing in mind all the caveats discussed above, we believe that the
estimated number of people migrating from Poland to the United Kingdom proves that the method is capable of providing a supplementary information on the migration flows between countries. The drawback of the preliminary application of the method is that it encompassed only one way flow between the two countries and the data available at the time of the analysis were available only for two years. However, extending the model to include flows within a system of countries will yield the more precise estimates of the flows and the other model parameters. It also provides a room for including the additional covariates in the model.
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